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Restaurant Employee Security Tips (Part One: Composure)

By Patrick Massengale

(GLP/Goodyear, Arizona) Before we embark on this important subject, let’s focus and absorb the
key component essential to achieve victory in the event of a threat or conflict. Although easier
said than done, it’s the key none the less.  If we learn to master it, work with it, embrace it, teach
it, and preach it, we are unstoppable.  What is it already? 

Composure: (definition), Serene, Self-Controlled State of Mind; Calmness; Tranquility.

Composure saves us in almost every situation that appears to be beyond our control. The author
of this article is a former athlete, and huge sports fan. I believe the most impressive plays that
were made in the biggest championship games in sports history had absolutely nothing to do with
the sports that those men and women running around the court or field were playing, but how
they maintained their composure.  Now we’re not saying that security threats or conflicts are
sports and should be treated as such, NOT AT ALL.  What we are saying is that the art of
mastering the use of and the maintaining of your composure has huge rewards, whether it’s 
something as gratifying as receiving a championship trophy, or receiving the biggest most
important trophy one can possibly achieve; LIFE, and the opportunity to live it.  

The Benefits of Maintaining Your Composure: 
~ It allows you to focus, and to become more observant.
~ Your composure informs everyone involved that we are working toward a solution.
~ Composure allows you to effectively visualize a positive outcome to the situation.
~ Because of your composure you will notice physical characteristics, voice patterns / accents,       
   and other descriptive key items that may be important to law enforcement.
~ Composure is the basis of leadership.  Your customers, your fellow employees and management 
    may have to rely on your ability to maintain your composure, or “Your Leadership”. And you    
   will be compensated accordingly.

Remember this, your main objective is resolution, and resolution means to come out of the
situation of a threat or conflict safe and complete, your customers,  your employees, company
management, and most importantly your loved ones will appreciate it. 

(Next month we will continue Part Two of this three part series). 
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